
Start ups within Windows

At the recent Computer Forum the question raised about the programs that XP 
automatically starts up with. I said I would proved some notes and, more importantly, give 
a web site where advice on every (?) known program that could appear in the start up is 
listed. Advice is given on how important that program is.
NB. You need to make the decision.

The web site is http://www.pacs-portal.co.uk/startup_index.htm and start from
5) System Configuration Utility (MConfig)Windows 9x/Me/2000/XP/Vista)
The web site gives specific instructions for your flavour of Windows and a screen shot of 
the System Configuration Utility.

Continue down the page to the section The Programs.
Double click the Full_List Zip
Save it on your PC – I suggest always having a Downloads so you get into the habit of 
being consistent about where downloads are saved.
Go to Downloads, find the startups_all, right click, select Extract all and follow the wizard. 
The file is unzipped, When you click Finish the folder holding the unzipped file is opened. 
Double click the start_ups html file and Firefox/Internet Explorer will open it.
Browse down the screen and you will see a table with lots and lots of program names.

I had pasted here the information on the Status
Key:
 * "Y" - Normally leave to run at start-up
 * "N" - Not required or not recommended - typically infrequently used tasks that can be 
started manually if necessary
 * "U" - User's choice - depends whether a user deems it necessary
 * "X" - Definitely not required - typically viruses, spyware, adware and "resource hogs"
 * "?" - Unknown

For each entry in your System Configuration Window check the for that entry in the table. If 
you want to disable it then untick the box.

For Firefox users I recommend that you ctrl + f to open the search window (it will appear at 
the bottom of the screen) and type in the entry of interest. If the entry exists Firefox will go 
to it.
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